
ECO REC LITE 
Sale  

Regular price $239.00  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our most popular paddle, featuring a high performance light-
weight glass fibre polymer blade. Smooth and powerful, available in both a low and high angle to meet all 
paddling needs. Our patented fast ferrule option makes feather adjustments on the fly a breeze. 

A straight carbon shaft 
A glass fibre polymer blade 
Low and high angle blade options 
Precise feather control with fast ferrule 

Available in yellow, black. 

“I” Beam Strength Pillar 
A proprietary design incorporating an 
internal “I” beam reinforcement that 
runs the    entire length of the blade 
and locks into the paddle shaft. The 
unique nature of this beam  allows us to 
tune the feel of the blade and also al-
lows the molding of a blade that is as 
light as composite while retaining the 
impact resistance of thermoplastic. 

https://h2opaddles.com/blogs/news/h2o-fast-ferrule


Warranty 
H2O warrants that all products will be free of manufacturing defects for a period of 12 months from date of purchase.  

H2O performance paddle has a history of creating innovative and industry leading paddle designs. 
Never a follower, H2O has combined the injection moulding expertise of our parent company 
Dynaplas Ltd. with our passion for  Paddlesports to create unique products that provide paddlers 
an unparalleled experience in both reliability and performance. We not only believe in creating the 
best paddles possible but also our responsibility to the environment. H2O Paddles is a environ-
mentally certified ISO 14001 manufacturer, this belief lead us to create our new Eco-Rec paddle 
with blades made from 100% reclaim material from our manufacturing process. 
Our drive to create the best paddles possible challenges the status quo and have lead to a number 
of innovations, such as our Crystal Clear Blade Technology and Grip Indexed Ergonomic shafts. 
Located in Toronto, Ontario, Canada within Dynaplas Ltd’s 95,000 sq.ft. facility H2O has access 
to significant engineering and production resources; with 60 high precision injection molding ma-
chines, an in house tool and die shop as well as the latest 3D CAD design systems. H2O will con-
tinue to be a leader in the Paddlesports industry for many years to come. 


